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Abstract 
We address in this paper the problem of finding an optimal strategy for dealing with 
bottleneck machines and bottleneck parts in the cell formation process in group technology. 
Three types of economic decisions are considered: subcontracting, machine duplication and 
intercell moves. The problem is formulated as a minimum weighted node covering problem in 
a hypergraph, and we show that it can be solved in polynomial time by finding a maximum 
weighted stable set in a bipartite graph. We extend this result to cellular manufacturing systems 
in which the sequence of operations of each part is known in advance. 
Key words: Hypergraphs; Bipartite graph; Node cover; Maximum weighted stable set; Manu- 
facturing systems; Group technology; Cellular manufacturing 
RbumC 
Nous considirons dans cet article le probEme de la recherche d’une stratCgie optimale pour 
traiter les pi&es et les machines “goulots” dans le processus de formation de cellules de 
production en groupement technologique. Trois types de dCcisions Cconomiques sont prises en 
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compte: sow-traitance, duplication de machines et mouvements intercellulaires. Le problbme 
est formuli: comme un problZme de recouvrement par les sommets dans un hypergraphe 
pond&C. Nous montrons que ce dernier se ram&e B un problime de stable de poids maximum 
dans un graphe biparti, et peut done &tre rCsolu en temps polynomial. Nous &tendons ce rirsultat 
aux systkmes de production cellulaire dans lesquels la gamme opkratoire de chaque pike est 
connue ti I’avance. 
Mats Ck: Hypergraphes; Recouvrement par les sommets; Ensemble stable de poids maximum; 
Ateliers de production; Groupement technologique; Production cellulaire 
1. Introduction 
Group technology is an innovative manufacturing philosophy based on the idea that 
parts which require similar operations and machines corresponding to these opera- 
tions should as much as possible be grouped together into part families and machine 
cells. The use of group technology in a manufacturing system simplifies the flow of 
parts and tools, reduces setup times, throughput times and work-in-process in- 
ventory, and improves design and manufacturing efficiency [ 111. The manufacturing 
system based on machine cells is called cellular manufacturing and the process of 
assigning parts and machines to cells is called cell formation. 
Ideally, machine cells should be mutually independent, each one processing its own 
family of parts. However, in practice, some parts will need to be processed by 
machines assigned to different cells. These are called bottleneck parts and bottleneck 
machines, respectively. Bottleneck elements entail intercell moves which make flow 
lines in the manufacturing system slower and more complex. In order to simplify the 
flow lines, the manufacturers may choose whether to subcontract bottleneck parts or 
to buy (duplicate) bottleneck machines, instead of carrying out intercell moves. The 
decision of accepting intercell moves rather than subcontracting parts or duplicating 
machines is usually a compromise between economic and technological criteria [15]. 
The cell formation problem has been dealt with by many authors and many 
heuristic approaches have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g., [S, 12, 16, 18, 
19, 221). Most of them consist in the formation of cells in such a way as to minimize 
the number of bottleneck elements or to balance intercell moves or intracell loads, and 
consider constraints such as the number of cells or the maximum number of elements 
per cell. These approaches usually do not consider the whole set of possible economic 
decisions. Kumar and Vannelli [lo] proposed two heuristics for part subcontracting. 
The first one aims at determining the fewest number of parts to be subcontracted 
while eliminating all bottleneck elements, assuming that all subcontracting costs are 
equal. The second heuristic looks for the parts that should be subcontracted in order 
to minimize the subcontracting cost. Both are greedy heuristics and do not take into 
account either intercell moves or machine duplication. Seifoddini [17] presented 
a machine duplication heuristic which takes into account the duplication cost and the 
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associated reduction in intercell material handling cost (see also [lS]). Logendran 
[13] discusses the economical advantages of machine duplication in the long run, 
taking into account the sequence of operations of parts and the budgetary limitations 
faced by the company. To our knowledge, there are no published approaches (even 
heuristic) dealing simultaneously with the three types of economic decisions (part 
subcontracting, machine duplication and intercell moves). 
A two-phase approach is often used to solve the cell formation problem. In a first 
phase, a heuristic procedure obtains a reasonably good grouping of machines-and 
parts into cells. The extra cost resulting from the bottleneck elements is minimized in 
a second phase, i.e., one decides which machines should be duplicated and which parts 
should be subcontracted. The still remaining bottleneck parts need to be processed in 
more than one cell and will thus induce intercell moves. 
We present in this paper an exact polynomial-time algorithm for solving the second 
phase problem. We assume that the good grouping needed as input for this phase has 
already been found by some heuristic procedure. Several techniques have been 
proposed in the literature for tackling the first phase. In [S], for example, a tabu 
search approach has been developed for minimizing a multiple criteria weighted 
objective function taking into account the number of bottleneck elements, bounds on 
the number of elements in each cell, intracell load balance and some other technolo- 
gical criteria. Note that the extra costs resulting from the bottleneck elements could be 
considered as an additional component of this economic function. However, the 
computational time needed for generating a good solution in the first phase would 
dramatically increase, since exchange procedures such as tabu search (or any other 
efficient heuristic) usually require the evaluation of a huge number of solutions. 
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we formulate the problem 
of the second phase as a minimum weighted node covering problem in a hypergraph. 
(Readers who are not familiar with hypergraphs are referred to [3]. Notations 
used throughout the paper are those of Berge [Z, 31.) We also notice that whenever 
only two decisions are possible (i.e., either part subcontracting vs. machine duplica- 
tion, part subcontracting vs. intercell moves, or machine duplication vs. intercell 
moves), the hypergraph is reduced to a bipartite graph and the minimum weighted 
node covering problem is equivalent to a maximum weighted stable set problem. 
We show in Section 3 that, due to the special structure of the hypergraph, the 
minimum weighted node covering problem can be solved by finding a maximum 
weighted stable set in a bipartite graph. Consequently, the optimization problem 
(subcontracting, machine duplication and intercell moves) of the second phase can 
be solved in polynomial time by using a network flow algorithm. In Section 4, 
we extend the approach to cellular manufacturing problems with precedence 
constraints. 
2. Formulation as a minimum weighted node covering problem in a hypergraph 
Let JZ = {Ml, M2, . . . . M,} and 9’ = {PI, P2, . . . , Pp} be the set of machines and the 
set of parts, respectively, which have already been arranged into k cells Cr, C1, . . . , Ck. 
For any machine Mi (resp. part Pj), we denote by cell(Mi) (resp. cell(&)) the cell to 
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which it is assigned. Let A = {aij} be the m x p O-l matrix such that aij = 1 if and only 
if part Pj must be (at least partially) processed by machine Mi, aij = 0 otherwise. 
We denote by Ej the cost of subcontracting part l’j, by Bi the duplication cost of 
machine Mi and by yjl the cost of moving part Pj to be processed at cell Cl. Note that 
whenever a bottleneck part Pj should be processed by more than one bottleneck 
machine assigned to a cell CI different from cell(q), the cost yjr is the overall cost 
incurred by moving this part to cell CI and processing it by all the required bottleneck 
machines in that cell. Transportation costs may also comprise setup costs within the 
cells to which the bottleneck parts are moved. Duplication and subcontracting costs 
can somehow take into account the reduction in the processing cost within the cell 
containing the bottleneck elements. 
A bottleneck situation is a pair (Mi,Pj) such that cell(Mi) # cell(q) and Uij = 1. 
A strategy is a set of decisions of the three following types: part subcontracting, 
machine duplication and intercell moves. A strategy S isfeasible if, for any bottleneck 
situation (Mi, Pj)> at least one of the following decisions belongs to S: part Pj 
is subcontracted, machine Mi is duplicated and installed in cell(q), or part Pj is 
moved to be processed in cell(MJ. The cost of a strategy S is the total cost of the 
decisions in S. 
We shall prove in this section that the problem of finding a minimum cost feasible 
strategy for dealing with the bottleneck situations is equivalent to a minimum 
weighted node covering problem in a hypergraph. Recall that a hypergraph H is a pair 
(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is a family {E,, E,, . . . . E,} of subsets of I’. 
Each subset Ei E E is an edge of the hypergraph. The weight of a node x E V is denoted 
U(X), and the weight w(V’) of a subset v’ G V is the total weight CxeV, w(x) of the 
nodes in v’. A node cover of H is a subset v’ E V such that v’ n Ei # 8 for all Ei E E. 
Let us consider the three sets defined as follows. 
(1) The set VI of bottleneck parts: 
VI = {Pj 1 there exists Mien%’ such that (Mi, Pj) is a bottleneck situation}. 
(2) The set V, of intercell moves which may be required: 
V, = {(Pj, C,) 1 there exists a bottleneck situation (Mi, Pj) with cell(Mi) = C,}. 
(3) The set V3 of machine duplications which may be required: 
V, = {(Mi, Cl) 1 there exists a bottleneck situation (Mi, Pj) with cell(Q) = Cl}. 
We can now build the hypergraph H = (V,E), where V = VI v V, u V, and 
E = { {Pj, (Pj, cell(M)), (Mi, ceU(Pj))> I (Mi, Pj) . IS a bottleneck situation}. In other 
words, each bottleneck situation induces an edge in E with exactly three nodes. 
Weights Olj, yjl and pi are associated with each node PjE VI, (Pj, C,)E V, and 
(Mi, C,) E V,, respectively. 
As an example, the bottleneck elements of a cell assignment are represented in 
Fig. 1. A part Pj is linked to a machine Mi if and only if (ML, Pj) is a bottleneck 
situation. Intracell connections are not represented (e.g., P3 might be processed by 
machines in {M,, M2, . . . . M,}) and each cell may contain additional machines and/or 
parts. The associated hypergraph is given in Fig. 2 (each edge is represented by 
a triangle). 
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Fig. 1. 
Fig. 2 
Proposition 2.1. Finding a minimum cost feasible strategy is equivalent to jinding 
a minimum weighted node cover in the hypergraph H. 
Proof. By construction, there is a one-to-one correspondence between every possible 
decision in any strategy and the nodes of H. Let S be any strategy and let V’ be 
the corresponding subset of V in H. By definition, S is feasible if and only if Pj, 
(Pj, cell(MJ) or (Mi, cell(e)) belongs to v’ for any bottleneck situation (Mi, Pj). There- 
fore, S is feasible if and only if V’is a node cover of H. It is now sufficient to observe 
that the cost of strategy S is equal to the weight o(V’) of the node cover v’. 0 
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Recall now that a graph is a particular hypergraph in which each edge contains 
exactly two nodes. A graph G = (V, E) is bipartite if the node set V can be partitioned 
in two subsets V” and Vb such that each edge in E has one node in V” and the other in 
Vb. Let us now consider the special case where only two types of decisions are possible 
(i.e., either subcontracting vs. machine duplication, subcontracting vs. intercell moves, 
or machine duplication vs. intercell moves). The following corollary holds. 
Corollary 2.2. If only two types of decisions are possible, then$nding a minimum cost 
feasible strategy is equivalent to jnding a minimum weighted node cover in a bipartite 
graph. 
The problem of deciding whether a hypergraph H has a node cover with cardinality 
less than or equal to given integer K (also known as the Hitting Set problem) is 
NP-complete [4]. Hence, the same result holds for the weighted version. However, 
due to the special structure of the hypergraph H described above, we shall prove in the 
next section that finding a minimum weighted node cover in H is equivalent to finding 
a maximum weighted stable set in a bipartite graph. This latter problem can be solved 
in polynomial time by a network flow algorithm. 
3. A polynomial algorithm for finding an optimal strategy 
We recall that we consider a cell assignment of a set Jl;e of machines and a set 9 of 
parts into k cells Cr, C2, . . . , Ck. Let H = (V, E) be the hypergraph associated with the 
bottleneck situations, as defined in Section 2. We prove in this section that a minimum 
weighted node cover of H can be found in polynomial time by solving a maximum 
weighted stable set problem in a bipartite graph G = (IV, F). We recall that a stable set 
of a graph G is a subset of the node set such that no two nodes belong to the same 
edge. 
Consider the partition (VI, V,, V,) of V described in the previous section. The 
construction of G = (W, F) can be described as follows. The node set W consists of 
VI u V, v V; v V,, where I’, is a copy of V,. The weights of the nodes are the same as 
those in H. Let x’ E Vi denote the copy of a node x E V,. The edge set F of G is formed 
by three types of edges: 
(1) edges {Pj, (4, C,)} for every (4, Cl) E V2; 
(2) edges {(pj, Cl), (pj, C,Y} for every (J’j> CL) E J’z; 
(3) edges {(Pj, cell(Mi))‘,(Mi, cell(c))} f or every bottleneck situation (Mi, Pj). 
In other words, every edge (Pj, (4, cell(Mi)), (Mi, cell(e))} of H is associated with three 
edges {Pj, (Pj, cell(Mi))}, ((4, cell(Mi)), (Pj, cell(Mi))‘} and {(Pj, cell(Mi))‘,(Mi, cell(Pj))} of 
G. The graph G is bipartite since every edge in F has one node in VI u V; and the 
other in V, u V,. The bipartite graph associated with the bottleneck situations of 
Fig. 1 is represented in Fig. 3. 
Theorem 3.1. For any node cover V’ in H = (V, E) there is a stable set W’ in G = ( W, F) 
such that o(V) + co(W) = o(V). 
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Proof. Let V’ be a node cover in H = (V, E) and define V” = V\ V’, WI = V” n VI and 
W, = v” n V,. Let W, = {(Pj, cell(Mi)) E V” n V, 1 there exists a bottleneck situation 
(Mi, Pj) with (Mi, ccU(Pj)) E Ws}. F or any (Pj, C,) E W, we have Pj~ WI since other- 
wise, by definition, there exists a bottleneck situation (Mi, Pj) such that {Pj, (Pj, CI = 
cell(M,)), (Mi, &l(5))} n V’ = 0, and this contradicts the fact that V’ is a node cover in 
H. Now, let W; be the subset of V2 consisting of the copies of the nodes in 
(V” n V,)\ W,. By construction, w’ = WI u W, u W2 u W, is a stable set in G and 
w(V) = o(V) = w(v) - w(V). 0 
Theorem 3.2. For any stable set W’ in G = (W, F) there is a node cover V’ in H = (V, E) 
such that w(V’) + w(W) = o(V). 
Proof. Let w’ be a stable set in G = ( W,F). First notice that w’ cannot contain both 
a node x E V2 and its copy x’ E V2. Let T2 be the subset of nodes x E V, such that either 
x E w’ n V2 or x’E w’ n V2. We define the sets Tl = W’ n VI, T3 = W’ n V, and 
V’ = V\(T, u T, u T3). Consider now any bottleneck situation (A&, Pj). This means 
that both (Pj, (Pj, cell(Mi))) and ((4, cell(!$)), (M,,cell(e))) are edges of G. If 
(Pj, (4, cell(Mi)), (Mi, celZ(e))} n I” = 0 th en Pj E T,, (Mi, cell(Pj))E T, and either 
(Pj, cell(Mi)) E W’ n V2 or (Pj, cell(Mi))’ E W’ n Vi, which contradicts the fact that w’ is 
a stable set in G. Hence, v’ is a node cover in H and o(V’) = o(V) - (w(T,) + o(T,) 
+ o(G)) = o(V) - w(W). 0 
Corollary 3.3. Finding a minimum weighted node cover V’ in H = (V,E) is equivalent to 
jinding a maximum weighted stable set W’ in G = (W,F) and O( V’) + o(W) = o(v). 
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A node cover in H and its associated stable set in G are represented with bold lines 
in Figs. 2 and 3. 
Remark. When only two types of decisions are possible, we noticed in the previous 
section that the hypergraph H = (V,E) is a bipartite graph. Since a set V’ E V is 
a node cover in a graph H = (V,E) if and only if V\ V’ is a stable set in H, it follows 
immediately that, also in this case, finding a minimum cost feasible strategy is 
equivalent to a maximum weighted stable set problem in a bipartite graph. 
Let G = (w,F) be a bipartite graph and consider a partition (IV”, Wb) of W such 
that each edge in F has one node in W” and the other in Wb. The maximum weighted 
stable set problem in G reduces to the problem of finding a minimum capacity cut in 
a network N constructed as follows. For the nodes of N, take all nodes of G and two 
extra nodes s and t; for the arcs, take 
(1) an arc (s, x) of capacity equal to the weight w(x), Vx E W”, 
(2) an arc (y, t) of capacity equal to the weight o(y), Vy E Wb, and 
(3) an arc (x, y) of infinite capacity, Vx E W” and Vy E Wb such that {x, y} E F. 
A cut in a network with source s and sink t is any set T of nodes such that s E T and 
t r$ T. The capacity of this cut is the sum of the capacities of all arcs (x,y) with x E T and 
y $ T. In the network N described above, the capacity of a cut T is finite if and only if 
the set w’ defined by w’ = (W” n T) u (W”\T) is a stable set in G. If this is the case, 
then the weight of w’ and the capacity of T add up to the total weight of all the nodes 
of G. Thus, finding a stable set of maximum weight in G amounts to finding 
a minimum capacity cut in N. The latter problem can be solved by a variety of efficient 
O(l W13) algorithms [7, 143, where 1 WI = O(k(m +p)). 
A matching in a graph G = ( W,F) is a set of pairwise disjoint edges. If G is a bipartite 
graph and if all weights are equal (hence we minimize the number of decisions which 
are necessary to eliminate all bottleneck situations), it follows from an old theorem of 
Koenig [9] that finding a maximum stable set in G is equivalent to finding a max- 
imum matching in G. Hopcroft and Karp [6] have proved that this latter problem can 
be solved in time 0( 1 WI 2.5). Note that in the particular case of the bicriterion decision 
subcontracting vs. intercell moves, the bipartite graph corresponds to the union of 
disconnected stars (a star is a set of edges with a common node) and the maximum 
stable set can be found in 0( 1 WI ) time. If machine duplication is not allowed, then the 
maximum stable set can be found in O(kp) time. 
4. Extension to cellular manufacturing with precedence constraints 
In this section, we assume that each part must be processed on the machines in 
a given order. (This occurs, for example, in jobshop scheduling problems; see, e.g., [ 11.) 
We show that, also in this case, the problem of finding a minimum cost feasible 
strategy can be formulated as a minimum weighted node covering problem in 
a hypergraph H’. Following the same approach as in Sections 2 and 3, we reduce this 
latter problem to a maximum weighted stable set problem in a bipartite graph G’. 
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Fig. 4. 
Given a set of bottleneck situations, consider the hypergraph H = (V, u V, 
u V,, E) defined in Section 2. Assume that the operations associated with each part Pj 
must be performed in a given order. Define Bj, = {Mi EM 1 cell(Mi) = C, and (M, Pj) 
is a bottleneck situation} and consider the partition nj, = {Bil, B,?,, . ..} of Bj, such 
that each subset is maximal and contains machines on which the operations of Pj can 
be executed without interruptions. 
For example, assume that (M2, M,, MS, Mb, M,, M3) is the sequence of machines on 
which the operations of part Pj must be performed. Let Bj, = {M,, M3, Mb, M5). This 
set is partitioned into Bjl = {M2}, BJ?I = {M3} and BJ?I = {M4, M5}. 
We define the set Vi = {(I$ Cl, II;,) I (4, C,) E V, and BI, E IIjl} and build the hyper- 
graph H’ = (VI u V, LJ V,, E’) where 
E’ = { {Pj, (e::, CL, BsA (Mi, cea(Pj))} I 
(Mi, Pj) is a bottleneck situation with Cl = cell(Mi) and Mi E II>,}. 
The weight o((Pj, Cl, BS,)) of a node in V, is the cost incurred by moving part Pj to cell 
Cl and processing it by all machines in B;,. 
In other words, H’ is obtained from H by splitting each node (Pj, Cl) into 1 flj, 1 
nodes (Pj, Cl, I$), r = 1, 2,. . . , 1 Z7j, I. While in H each node (Pj, Cl) E V2 is linked to 
(Mi, Cl) E I’3 for any Mi E Bjl, each node (Pj, Cl, l$) E V, is linked to (Mi, Cl) E V, only 
if Mi EQ. Consider the bottleneck situations illustrated in Fig. 1 and assume that 
1712 = {{Mi), {Mx, Mz> M41), nz = {{Mz), {M3}> {M4, M511, nzz = {{Me}> {MT}}. 
The associated hypergraph H’ is represented in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 5. 
Proposition 4.1. If each part must be processed on the machines in a given order, then 
jinding a minimum cost strategy is equivalent to finding a minimum weighted node cover 
in the hypergraph H’. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 2.1. 0 
Let V’ be a minimum weighted node cover in H’. If (4, Cl, B$)E V4 n v’ in the 
optimal strategy, we shall move Pj to C1 and process this part by each machine in B>,. 
For example, consider the strategy associated with the node cover represented with 
bold lines in Fig. 4: P, is subcontracted, M,, M,, M, and M, are duplicated and 
installed in C1, PI is moved in C2 for being processed by M,, M, and M,, P2 is moved 
twice in C, for being processed once by M3 and subsequently by M, and M,. One 
move is not enough since {M3, M,, MS} is not an element of IIl2. 
Consider now the bipartite graph G’ = (V, u V, u Vk u V,, F’) where Vk is a copy 
of V,. F’ is formed by the following three types of edges: 
(1) edges {Pj, (4, Cl, I$)) for every (5, Cl, Bg,) E V,; 
(2) edges {(Pj, Cl, Q), (Pj, Cl, &)‘I for every (4, Cl, B’jJ E K; 
(3) edges {(pj,G, B;J’, (ML ceWj))} f or every bottleneck situation (M,,Pj) with 
cell(Mi) = Cl and Mi E BS,. 
The bipartite graph G’ associated with the hypergraph H’ of Fig. 4 is represented in 
Fig. 5. 
Theorem 4.2. Finding a minimum weighted node cover V’ in H’ is equivalent to finding 
a maximum weighted stable set w’ in G’ and w (V’) + w (TV’) = co ( VI u V, u V,). 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Corollary 3.3. 0 
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A node cover in H’ and its associated stable set in G’ are represented with bold lines 
in Figs. 4 and 5. 
Remark. It is easy to observe that when only two types of decisions are possible, the 
results of Section 3 can be extended to cellular manufacturing problems in which the 
sequence of operations of each part is known in advance. 
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